The Johnson Monologues

From the author of the critically acclaimed novel Sincerely, Son, stems The Johnson
Monologues, a collection of male perspectives on sexuality. This work mirrors the popular
playwork of The Vagina Monologues published by Eve Ensler. The Johnson Monologues,
covers the lives of seven men surrounded around the topics of addiction, premature
ejaculation, STDS, masturbation, adult entertainment employment, circumcision, prostitution,
molestation as well as virginity.
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Dear Mr. Vernon, we accept the fact that we had to sacrifice a whole saturday in detention for
whatever it is we did wrong, but we think you're crazy for making us . Free collection of great
original monologues for teens written by teens. Drama Notebook By: Kaheni Johnson,
Baltimore, Maryland, USA, Age Gender: Any. Find comedy monologues to impress casting
directors at your theater auditions and comedy classes. Monologues from classic and
contemporary comedies. For the first time, there is an anthology of monologues for young
people available , taken from plays commissioned as part of the National Theatre Connections.
Johnson's Surprise How do I look? Pretty lousy, huh? Take a good look. Because I'm just
gonna get worse. I don't expect to be looking better for a good long.
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